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The year 2020 was a year like no other. It started with the eruption of Taal, the world’s smallest volcano, in 

Batangas, south of the Philippine capital. Even before some of our kababayans in parts of Luzon were able to 

rebuild their lives, the coronavirus (COVID-19) arrived in the country in late January. The whole nation would 

later on be placed on lockdowns and community quarantines to contain the spread of the virus. This entailed 

closures and suspension of businesses, work, school, and public transportation. Towards the end of the year, 

when restrictions were slowly eased and the economy was reopening, the country was hit by several strong 

typhoons, devastating many Filipinos already reeling from the effects of the pandemic.  

COVID-19 also took a toll on FSSI and our partner social enterprises in 2020. FSSI’s loan interest income fell by 

around one-half of that of 2019, and we ended the year with a total comprehensive loss of P4.1 Million.   

In a survey we conducted among our social enterprise partners, 34 out of 35 respondents reported adverse 

effects of the pandemic on their operations. This included disruptions in their supply chain, mobility and 

transportation, reduced sales/collections and cash flow, suspension of work, and health concerns among their 

members and employees. Of the partners surveyed, only one (digital) reported an increase in sales despite the 

strict implementation of the community quarantines, highlighting the crucial role of digitalization in business 

continuity and growth.  

Despite the challenges resulting from COVID-19, we persevered and celebrated wins in other fronts. In the next 

pages, you will learn how our social enterprise partners coped and innovated to adapt and respond to the needs 

of their community and the market. At FSSI, we collaborated with a number of organizations to complement and 

strengthen our delivery of services and pandemic response. 

In March 2020, FSSI was selected by the Investing in Women, an initiative of the Australian Government, to be 

one of the local fund managers of its program, which supports the development and scaling up of women-owned 

and -led social enterprises (WSEs). The project is particularly timely - investing in women will be essential for the 

post-pandemic recovery. The program taps the expertise of our members, particularly the National Confederation 

of Cooperatives (NATCCO) and the Philippine Business for Social Progress (PBSP), in delivering the needed 

capacity building and mentoring requirements for the partner WSEs.  

With the highlighted need for information and communications technology (ICT) and in response to the pandemic’s 

impact to the operations of our social enterprise partners, we launched “Digital Bayanihan,” a capacity building 

program designed to provide digital upskilling support. This aims to enable selected FSSI partner SEs to continue 

operations and deliver services amidst COVID-19, and also influence them to embrace digitization to enhance 

enterprise growth. We started procurement of the ICT Starter Kits and the development of the online training 

sessions for our partners in the fourth quarter of the year, and full program deployment and implementation is 

expected in the first half of 2021. 

We also launched the FSSI Toolbox in August, which is a series 

of training sessions and workshops aimed to support social 

enterprises build their capacity to grow their business. The 

first two workshops on Financial Management were done 

in Sarangani in partnership with the Philippine Institute of 

Certified Public Accountants (PICPA) and the Protect Wildlife 

Project of USAID, and also focused on sustainable landscapes 

and biodiversity conservation.   

We are grateful for these partnerships, and even as we practice 

physical distancing from our neighbors all throughout the year, 

tackling the spread of COVID-19 is a collective problem that 

can be solved by people coming together to offer and deliver 

solutions.  

While the pandemic has postponed festivities and dampened 

celebrations, we have been marking our 25th founding 

anniversary, through simple activities, including webinars 

on Rising Up to the Challenge of COVID-19 in July 2020 and 

the Digital Transformation Roadmap of Social Enterprises in 

September 2020, and a book, which will be published soon. 

We have also taken stock of our organization’s milestones 

over the years. Primarily set up to provide social investments 

to enterprises and communities, FSSI has supported more 

than 240 social enterprises all over the country through our 

financial and business development services. For the past 25 

years, our total development loan portfolio has averaged at 

P156 Million, and was at P203 Million in 2020.  Our average 

development deposits stand at P108 Million, and it was at 

P125 Million in 2020.  Over the years, we have also provided 

a total of P150 Million in grants to existing enterprises, start-

ups, and other projects that align with FSSI’s advocacy on the 

triple bottom lines (3BL).  

COVID-19 is undoubtedly among the biggest hurdles we 

have faced since our founding. However, looking back on our 

history gives us a sense of confidence that we can find ways 

to turn around and pursue creative strategies to continue to 

effectively deliver our services to communities that need them 

the most. We are navigating extraordinary times but we are 

optimistic that we, along with our social enterprise partners 

and members, will overcome this through collective effort and 

collaboration, leveraging our resources, skills, and expertise to 

adapt to the growing and changing needs of our time. 

NORMAN JOSEPH JIAO

CHAIRPERSON

CHAIRPERSON’S MESSAGE

Together 
We Can
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We started 2020 with high hopes – and then COVID-19 came. 
The pandemic has pushed us to rethink our priorities and 
strategies, from the way we do business, to our health habits, 
and even in our social interactions.  

Responding to 
the COVID-19 Pandemic 

How we 
responded

How our partners 
responded

At FSSI, since the start of the enforcement of 
community quarantines in March 2020, we 
implemented work-from-home schemes to 
ensure the safety of all staff while conducting 
targeted planning to ensure services to 
partner social enterprises are uninterrupted.  

Loan moratorium  was announced for all 
partners in March 2020 even before government 
mandated this, and loan restructuring was 
discussed with a number of partners. A 
Business Rehabilitation Loan Package with 
discounted interest rates was developed.  

•

•

• We started planning and procurement for 
Digital Bayanihan, a capacity building program 
designed to provide digital upskilling support 
to partners. This involves a grant of ICT Starter 
Kits and online training sessions with partners. 
Full program deployment is expected in the first 
half of 2021.  

We supported the initiative of the Partnership of Philippine Support Service Agencies (PHILSSA) 
and the Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor (FDUP) in the early days of the 
enhanced community quarantine of providing unconditional cash grants amounting to Php 
1,500 per family, intended mainly for food and other basic needs, to 130 urban poor families in 
Valenzuela City.

•

Information sharing on government 
programs, issuances, and guidelines 
re l a t e d  to  t h e  p a n d e m i c  w a s 
facilitated with our partners and 
members. Our anniversary webinars 
focused on digital transformation 
and social enterprise response to 
COVID-19.  

•

Credit for Emergency

“We accepted whatever amount of 
payment from the members and 
allowed them to withdraw their savings 
so they can use it for emergency. We 
did not strictly implement interest on 
loans and did not charge penalties.” 
– Jerry Reginaldo, Quirino Isabela 
Multi-Purpose Cooperative  

“We solicited input and feedback from 
our members based on their needs. 
This resulted in improvements in loan 
collection and loan disbursement 
process.”  -  Enrique Maca, HOPE 
Microfinance, Inc.  

Innovating to Respond to Market Needs  
Banking on Filipinos’ preference for instant coffee because of 
its convenience and affordability, Bote Central Inc. launched the 
“Ininstant” o “pinulbos na kape” in 2020, the solution to a quick 
easy access to real brewed Philippine coffee. It is quality coffee 
proudly grown and produced by Filipino agri-preneurs, available 
in black and 3-in-1 variants.   

•

•

•

•

• Adjusting to Online Education 

“We started an online camp and practiced teaching the students. We studied the technology. We teachers 
practiced as well. By the time school opened in August, we were ready. We divided them into fully online 
groups, those who can attend classes on Zoom and learn on their own, and those with weak internet 
connection using Facebook Messenger. We text them the questions and send the modules.  

“We made it a point to provide mental health and socio-emotional support to the students. We felt it 
was necessary to convene them kahit through Messenger, text. We continued our spiritual formation 
even during the school break.” – Fleurdeliz Cupino, Center for Positive Futures 

Facilitating Coop-to-coop Trading through Coops4Food 
When farmers were experiencing difficulties in selling 
their produce or getting their supplies at the height of the 
community quarantines, coop-to-coop trading became 
the solution. GROW Coop started the coop-to-coop trade, 
which facilitated the trade of vegetables from coops in 
Baguio to coops in Batangas, and rice from Cagayan to 
coop members in Rizal. Seeing the potential of coops to 
help address the supply chain problems at the height of the 
pandemic, GROW Coop tapped agricultural cooperatives 
federation AgriCOOPh to take the lead to expand the coop-
to-coop trading under the Coops4Food initiative.  

Doing Business in a Digital World  

E v e n  b e f o r e  t h e  p a n d e m i c , 
LiveGreen made online transactions 
and delivery for its organic produce 
available. This proved to be essential 
for business continuity at the height 
of the crisis. Aside from physical 
d istr ibut ion to  supermarkets , 
the enterprise saw sales triple 
through its online deliveries. It also 
teamed up with the Department of 
Agriculture’s “eKadiwa,” an online 
marketing platform that directly 
links producers and agri-preneurs 
to consumers.  
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As the new strategic plan of FSSI rolled off in 2020, FSSI’s development 

services delivered on two (2) key result areas – delivery of financial 

services and social enterprise development particularly on promoting 

the adoption of 3BL strategy by partner social enterprises.

On the delivery of financial services, there were 12 projects approved 

which included two (2) new partners. Of this total, seven are enterprises 

that support or directly engage in production and trading of agricultural 

products, particularly, rice, onion and vegetables. Of the approved 

amount, 46% supported these agriculture-based projects. The bigger 

portion, 48%, was for wholesale lending of cooperative federations. 

A smaller portion was for three (3) enterprises that consist of a 

microfinance NGO, a manufacturer of coffee roasting machines and a 

private high school. 

By year-end, the development portfolio amounted to 413.6M, divided 

into 286.6M loans, 125M deposits and 2M equity investment. In 

terms of type of projects supported, 161M support production and 

trading of agriculture products, 125M supports lending operations of 

cooperative federations, 76.2M supports microfinance services either of 

cooperatives or microfinance NGOs, and 51.4M supports manufacturing 

and other types of enterprises.

On the promotion of 3BL strategy, an assessment of the 3BL 

performance of partner enterprises was carried out among old and new 

partners. A new approach was piloted, which included the setting of self-

determined 3BL targets by partners. This was done through combined 

online and asynchronous methodology to facilitate 3BL planning. The 

exercise aimed to draw specific objectives or targets which the partner 

enterprises commit to adopt and integrate into their regular business 

plan. FSSI advocates the setting of 3BL targets that could help in 

increasing sustainability of partner enterprises. The piloting was done 

among partners in Isabela province.

DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES

Social Enterprise Development

> 3BL ORIENTATION

> 3BL PLANNING 

>  PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT 
SUPPORT

TOOLBOX FOR 
INVESTING IN 
WOMEN

>  

TRAINING MODULE 
DEVELOPMENT  

>  

ICT CAPACITY 
BUILDING

>  

FIGURE 1. 2020 Project Approvals Per Project Type

FIGURE 2. Loan Amount, Releases and Repayments

FIGURE 3. Portfolio Per Type of Business

Financial Services 
to Social Enterprises

12 Projects
approved
(₱ 105 M) 9 Loans

(₱ 55 M)

₱ 413.6 M
Development Portfolio

3 Deposits
(₱ 50 M)
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SE FEATURE

Coops4Food: Facilitating Market 
Access During COVID-19 

The COVID-19 pandemic caused significant stresses and disruption in the local food supply chain. At the height 

of the crisis, bottlenecks in transport and logistics disrupted the movement of products. There was shortage in 

supplies in major consumer areas and a surplus in producing communities. Farmer cooperatives in Mindanao 

were experiencing difficulties selling their produce, while consumer cooperatives in Luzon were having problems 

getting their supplies.  A solution was reached through the Coops4Food initiative, a coop-to-coop trading initiated 

by the Philippine Family Farmers’ Agriculture Fisheries Forestry Cooperatives Federation (AgriCOOPh), a national 

federation of agricultural cooperatives in the country.   

The roots of the Coops4Food initiative began in 2019 when AgriCOOPh conducted a feasibility study on creating 

a rice cooperative hub. The idea was connecting the farmers directly to the consumers without passing through 

different layers, and how one cooperative can be connected to another cooperative in need of rice. In their study, 

they found that rice from the province of Agusan was being brought to other regions to be milled, to other bigger 

traders, and during lean months the rice would be brought back to Agusan. Agusan’s harvest season for rice was 

opposite from that of Tagum in Davao del Norte. After realizing there was a high demand for rice by consumer 

or multi-purpose cooperatives in urban centers, AgriCOOPh thought of doing a coop-to-coop trade. The first 

coop-to-coop trade was rolled out in the same year. Rice cooperatives in Butuan were tapped to supply rice to 

ACDI Multi-Purpose Cooperative, which had different branches in Cagayan de Oro, Iligan, General Santos City 

and Davao. This was later on expanded and other rice cooperatives have been convinced to participate. “That’s 

our first experience and we said pwede pala mag coop-to-coop; it’s a matter of talking to the coop kung ano 

kailangan nila. Ang rallying point, we need to help the farmers, then tayo ang dapat unang tutulong sa kanila for 

them to able to continue producing food,” (We realized coop-to-coop trading was possible and it was a matter of 

talking to the coop to know what they need. We should be the first one to help the farmers for them to be able 

to continue producing food) said Cresente Paez, AgriCOOPh’s Chief Executive Officer.  

AgriCOOPh’s first experience with coop-to-coop trading would prove to be a valuable lesson when the COVID-19 

pandemic happened. The federation is one of the implementing organizations of the GROW Coop project, 

funded by United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and Agriterra. The program’s focus is to 

facilitate the evolution of large, successful local cooperatives into local resource organizations that will provide 

mentoring and capacity development support to fledgling and struggling micro and small agriculture-oriented 

cooperatives. When COVID-19 hit, the program was given additional funding to mount a pandemic response. “Sabi 

nila, ano ba magagawa natin? Sabi namin, sige gawin natin ang experience namin sa Agusan sa Manila. Because 

it is a response, gawin natin siyang action research, learning by doing at the same time. In other words, we were 

ready to learn and, if we fail, we will use failure as a means to improve and get back on our feet,” Paez shares.  

At the time, supply of produce in major urban areas was scarce 

while there was oversupply in some farming communities. The 

group immediately mobilized Dumagat farmers in Sierra Madre 

in the Tanay, Rizal, and Quezon areas, and partnered with a 

consolidator. The cooperative-consolidator would collect the 

available produce while AgriCOOPh would look for the markets. 

Soon enough, they facilitated trade of vegetables from cooperatives 

in Baguio to cooperatives in Batangas, as well rice from Cagayan 

to cooperatives in Rizal. In its first run, it was able to penetrate 

Gourmet Farms, one of the biggest coffee traders and advocates 

of the local organic food movement. It also tapped church-based 

organizations which mounted relief drives to their communities.

To address the supply shortage in urban areas, the Coops4Food 

established “TiTaStores,” short for “tindahang tapat” which are 

neighborhood food stalls run by women including former overseas 

Filipino workers who have been displaced from work because 

of the pandemic. The “titas” would set up tables in front of their 

homes and sell produce sourced from farmers all over the country. 

The TiTaStores not only provided livelihood activities for the 

women but also supported indigenous peoples from producer 

cooperatives. 

AgriCOOPh would later expand to trade of organic rice. With 

FSSI’s capitalization support, it sourced out black rice for 

distribution to the church-run Veritas. The federation’s trading 

activities have continued to grow so it decided to migrate from 

basic social media marketing to an e-commerce platform, 

which it is currently developing.

Strengthening Agri Cooperatives in PH

AgriCOOPh was founded in 2017 by various cooperatives, with 

the leadership of Pambansang Kilusan ng mga Samahang 

Magsasaka or PAKISAMA, which is a national movement and 

confederation of small farmer, fisher, indigenous people, rural 
women and youth organizations and the support of Collectif 

Strategies Alimentaries (CSA), a Belgian NGO active in the 

area of agriculture and food security. “They found out agri-

coops in the country are the slowest, weakest, most behind 

in the development of the coop sector, and at the same time 

the agri coops are fragmented and dispersed. The idea is 

to solidify. Although they are weak, but if mobilized and 

organized into one national federation, maybe the sector can 

fast-track its development,” shared Paez. The organization 

of the federation was supported by various NGOs and civil 

society organizations, including a number of consortiums 

of cooperatives. The following year, it was registered and its 

operations started. Starting with 20 members, the organization 

has now grown to 28 members. 

Rice loaded on a wing van with a capacity of 100 sacks, 
ready for departure from Sto. Nino MPC, Butuan, to Cebu 
via the nautical highway.

A consolidator would conduct house-to-house collection of 
produce from IP farmers and distribute these to TiTaStores.

Supply of black rice from Sambaland Coop to VERITAS 
Cubao
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SE FEATURE

In 2016, taking hold of their resources and expertise, 

long-time microfinance employees ventured into an 

enterprise with the hope of enriching the lives of others 

through providing financial services and entrepreneurship 

development. 

Tired of living away from their families, colleagues 

Enrique “Ric” Maca, Orbil Driz, and Kirk Candelon banked 

on their background in microfinance and decided to 

return to their hometown in General Santos City to start 

their practice right in their community. 

HOPE Microfinance Inc., (HMI) since it began in 2016, 

envisioned itself as a microfinance catering beyond the 

financial towards a more holistic transformation for its 

clients. Along with pastor Pelindo Maris and accountant 

Aloney Somido Jr., Ric, Orbil, and Kirk established 

HMI, bringing together their church values and their 

microfinance experience to help the marginalized, 

especially women. 

Of this thrust, Ric says, “‘Bakit tayo [magtatayo] ng 

organization?... To enrich people, in terms of financial, 

spiritual, social, even health. That is why … nagpag-

agreehan na gawing HOPE: Helping Other People’s 

Enrichment Microfinance Inc. (If asked why we are putting 

up this organization: it is to enrich people, in terms of 

financial, spiritual, social, and even health. That is why 

we agreed to name it HOPE: Helping Other People’s 

Enrichment Microfinance Inc.)” 

HMI currently maintains 900 to 1,000 clients, although 

it has reached up to 2,500 individual clients over the 

years. Most of its partners are sari-sari store operators, 

in addition to clients in various businesses such as 

manufacturing, farming produce, bakeries, hollow-block 

makers, and meat market vendors. Due to the pandemic, 

a number of their clients have ventured into online 

selling, a peek into the aggressiveness and innovation 

for business. 

HMI offers group loans, with a minimum of 10 to 12 

members, amounting from Php 6,000 to Php 20,000. 

On top of financial help packages, HMI has also 

partnered with Living Organic and Variable Essentials 

(LOVE) Depot, Inc. to provide livelihood programs 

and trainings in an effort to equip members to begin 

their own business with homecare products such as 

dishwashing liquid, fabric conditioner, detergent powder 

and food processing. These products are then marketed 

through HMI’s “Store of Hope.” These stores, attached 

to members’ existing variety stores, promote and sell 

the products of members, helping them widen their 

reach. Ric explains, “Kung anong negosyo meron ang 

isang kliyente pwedeng ibenta sa ibang barangay o sa 

ibang purok sa ibang municipality, kumbaga there will 

be interchanging of products… ‘yun ang concept ng 

Store of HOPE.”  

BEYOND FINANCING 

While Ric admits that they have the same advocacies 

with other microfinance organizations, such as poverty 
alleviation and extending financial help, he says that they 
also desire to improve other aspects of the life of their 

clients, such as their spiritual wellbeing, social concern and 

involvement in their community, and even their health and 

wellness. “Hindi lang palaging negosyo ang pinag-uusapan, 

kundi iniisip din talaga yung paano naman ang pamilya (It’s 

not always about the business; we also think about the 

family’s welfare),” Ric adds. Part of this move is to open 

opportunities for their clients to improve and care for their 

health. Pre-COVID, HMI partnered with groups that can 

provide for their clients’ health and wellness. With these 

partners, HMI has been able to come up with a health 

package in the form of a Food Supplement Program.  

In the aspect of spirituality, HMI organizes gatherings 

of their clients with pastors for weekly Staff Devotion 

and Retreats, so to help clients with values enrichment, 

especially making them equipped for the problems they may 

encounter with their businesses or with their personnel. This 

is a chance for clients to learn about the corporate values 

of the company, essentially allowing the corporate values 

to permeate business relationships. 

While HMI has been providing opportunities for its clients 

to advance their businesses, its work has also helped in 

building local communities among clients and their areas 

of operation. From the usual follow-up meetings with their 

account officers, it has also started celebrating members’ 
birthdays to build rapport among members and recognize 

each member’s importance in their community. During the 

pandemic, activities were done online. Innovation provides 

for continual support of their member communities. 

REACHING FARTHER AND DEEPER 

HMI has reached beyond its intended locale. Currently, it 

has two branches, one in General Santos City and  another 

in Isulan, Sultan Kudarat. Its General Santos branch also 

caters to South Cotabato and Alabel area. Orbil counts as 

a success their involvement with their clients in Badjao 

Village, a place which Orbil described as “talagang ayaw 

pasukin ng microfinance.” Ric says the Badjaos were not 
favored clients due to biases or prejudice, but HMI took a 

chance on them. They now see their efforts pay off in the 

area where small businesses have evolved and grown.  

Ric is also particularly proud of their second branch in 

Isulan, some 100km away from the center of General Santos 

City. Moreover, through the support of the Foundation 

for a Sustainable Society, Inc., HMI has expanded to the 

municipality of M’Lang in Cotabato – a testament to the 

positive effects of the efforts of HMI to reach out to its 

clients despite the COVID-19 pandemic. 

HOPE HOPES 

True to its beginning, HOPE Microfinance Inc. peeks into the 
future bearing with it lessons from the past. The founders 

have seen how their products and services and even the 

businesses of their clients have diversified, changing with 
the needs of the time. HMI now continues to dream of 

more varied ways of helping others through microfinance. 
One dream which Ric talks about is what he calls not just 

financing but a “complete package.” Ric recalls coming up 
with this concept remembering the abundance of street 

food carts in General Santos City. “’Yung food cart is a very 

good concept kung saan we train them, we supply the 

products. Ang kailangan na lang nila i-loan ‘yung food cart 

mismo. Dito kasi ang daming streetfood, ‘yung mga kwek 

kwek mga ganon, mga siomai. Why not come up with a food 

cart concept na ‘yun ang ipapahiram namin sa kliyente?” Ric 

says. Additionally, Ric says, the food cart can serve as an 

advertisement for HMI and its partners.  

HMI also wishes to address the serious problem of street 

children in its locality, and it is now in its planned expansion 

of its social responsibility work. Ric proposes a concept of 

HOPE daycare center, to give hope to less fortunate children.  

HMI has high hopes for the future given that, as Ric points 

out, “Marami tayong pwedeng magawa dito. As long as we 

[are] able to mobilize our operations well, meron tayong 

pupuntahan. (There’s a lot we can do. As long as we are able 

to mobilize our operations well, there will be a future for us.)”

HOPE in Microfinance
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Investing in women makes smart economics and 

– in the COVID-19 scenario – will be essential for 

economic turnaround during the post-pandemic 

recovery. Yet, many women remain marginalized. 

Businesses owned and led by women account for a 

large untapped source of job creation and economic 

growth in developing countries, including the 

Philippines. Women-owned or led social enterprises 

(WSEs) encounter significantly more barriers to 

growth than their male counterparts, including 

less access to capital to expand their enterprises. 

To address the financing gap, Investing in Women 

(IW), an initiative of the Australian Government, has 

partnered with the Foundation for a Sustainable 

Society, Inc. (FSSI). Programmatically active for 10 

years, the project involves an investment capital 

from IW and FSSI of at least Php 80 Million (AUD 2.5 

Million) to support the business growth of WSEs. 

The IW-FSSI Project will support the development 

and scaling up of 12 WSEs. These enterprises are 

those with clear and viable business expansion 

plans, and a commitment to consistently improve 

their triple bottom line targets of People, Planet, 

and Profit and drivers of growth for their respective 

social enterprises. The IW-FSSI project will tap 

the expertise and networks of FSSI’s consortium 

partners, the National Confederation of Cooperatives 

(NATCCO) and the Philippine Business for Social 

Progress (PBSP), in delivering the needed capacity 

building and mentoring requirements.   

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

Moving Capital with Gender Lens 
for Women SMEs 

Support for Women-led and Owned Social Enterprises   

Investment Capital Technical Assistance Other Support 

Investment capital 
between Php 7 million 
and Php 16 million 
through debt financing, 
equity or mezzanine 
financing, joint venture, or 
any combination of these 

Promotion of gender lens 
investing (GLI) through 
tapping additional 
investors 

Review or drawing up of 
business strategic plans 

Updated trends and 
information about 
the industry, market, 
technology, finance, 
and sales 

Training and mentoring  

Adoption of 
appropriate industry/
business innovations 

Environmental 
management plans 

Gender planning 

• • •

•

•

•

•
•

Women of Patamaba - Region 6

From June to September 2020, focus was on lead generation 

and orientation on Investing in Women and FSSI’s triple 

bottom line (3BL) advocacy for potential WSE partners. A 

review of the criteria and qualifications for partners was 

also done. A total of seven (7) potential WSEs and two (2) 

potential partner organizations were oriented on IW and 3BL. 

Pooling of reference materials and compendium of toolkits 

were also done for the technical aspect support of the 

project. Meetings and discussions with NATCCO and PBSP 

were conducted for toolkit development, and the Terms of 

Reference for the toolkit development partnership were 

prepared. Regular monthly staff meetings, documentation 

of meetings with partners and possible WSE partners, and 

business continuity planning development were done as 

part of the operational support for the project. Potential 

WSEs were also invited to and participated in two webinars 

hosted by FSSI in July and September.  

In the second quarter, from October to December 2020, 

follow-up with those who signified interest with the IW 

project and continuous lead generation through online 

orientations were done. Four (4) potential WSE partners 

who were among those oriented in the first quarter signified 

interest in the IW project. Business plan review and project 

appraisal subsequently followed. Five (5) more enterprises 

and support organizations were given orientation on the 

project. Toolkit development and review of drafts provided 

by NATCCO and PBSP were done and are targeted to be 

finalized by April 2021. A series of discussions on gender 

lens investing was also held with the Value for Women, a 

women-led global social enterprise that helps organizations 

to advance gender inclusion.  

For 2021, leads generation will continue. Partnering and 

linking with different support organizations and finalization 

of toolkits for technical assistance will also be done to 

support the needs of WSEs with the goal of upscaling and 

developing their enterprises. Gender lens investing strategy 

and gender lens investing training by Value for Women is 

also targeted by the 1st quarter of 2021 to capacitate FSSI 

and develop its GLI capability.

Program Updates  

RISE Fund Launch
FSSI joins the IW-Macquarie Group Foundation RISE Fund 
partnership launch in Makati City in November 2020 as one 
of its two local impact investor partners, along with InBest 
Ventures. The ceremonial signing was attended by His 
Excellency Steven J. Robinson AO, Australian Ambassador 
to the Philippines; Mr. Eric Yaptangco, Division Director, 
Manila Technology and Office Head of the Macquarie 
Group; FSSI Chairperson Oman Jiao and FSSI Board 
Member and Corporate Secretary Tetay Plantilla; and InBest 
representative Beng Camba.

First Meeting of the IW Project Steering Committee, 
composed of representatives of FSSI’s member 
organizations - Mr. Elvin Uy of PBSP, Ms. Butch Salera of 
PCF, Ms. Agnes Bolanos of MINCODE, Ms. Alma Vinluan 
of NATCCO along with FSSI’s Executive Director Dodo 
Macasaet, Asst. Director for Development Services Jerome 
Ignacio, Partnership Unit’s Irene Fernandez, Jhoie Tionloc, 
and Erness Emmanuel Guinto

Gender Lens Investing is the deliberate incorporation of gender factors into 
investment analysis and decisions to improve social and business outcomes. The 
Gender Lens Investing Framework encapsulates the definition into three entry points 
for investing firms:  

 

Providing capital to 
women-led and gender-
forward businesses

Applying a gender lens 
across the investment 
process  

Advancing gender 
diversity in the 
investment firm  

Source: Gender Lens Investing in Southeast Asia (Australian Aid | IW | Value for Women)

• • •
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FSSI, in partnership with the Protect Wildlife Project and the Philippine Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants (PICPA), held the first two workshops under its FSSI Toolbox for Financial Management 

Series in Koronodal, South Cotabato, and Kiamba, Sarangani, in the last quarter of 2020.

FSSI Toolbox is a series of training sessions and workshops aimed to support social enterprises build 

their capacity to grow their business.

The pilot training was held in Koronadal City 

in South Cotabato on August 31 to September 

2. The three-day workshop was attended by 

12 participants representing various people’s 

organizations assisted by the Protect Wildlife 

Project. Another workshop was held in Kiamba, 

Sarangani, on October 26 to 28, 2020, participated 

in by seven social enterprises.

The Bas ic  Concepts  of  Bookkeeping and 

Financial Management Training is part of a 

suite of capacity building efforts developed by 

FSSI to social enterprise partners and other 

community enterprises within FSSI’s network. As 

a development finance institution, sound financial 

management of social enterprises is core to the 

triple bottom line (3BL) strategy. For this, FSSI 

partnered with the Philippine Institute of Certified 

Public Accountants (PICPA), who facilitated the 

open source module and also committed to 

mentor social enterprises online post-workshop. 

The Bookkeeping and Financial Management 

Manual developed by PICPA includes six modules 

that look at the basic concepts of bookkeeping 

and financial management,structured into the 

following topics: Importance of Bookkeeping, 

Understanding Symbols in Bookkeeping, Keeping 

Accounting Records, Calculating Business Profit 

and Loss, Managing Business Cash and Accounts, 

and Financial Management.

The Protect Wildlife Project, a program of the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), 

provides focused technical assistance and resources to align conservation policies with on-the-ground 

action and enforcement for conserving threatened wildlife habitats and wildlife species. It is being 

implemented in three sites: the province of Palawan including Tubbataha Reefs, the Sulu Archipelago 

including Zamboanga City and Tawi-Tawi province, and the General Santos-Sarangani-South Cotabato site.

FSSI leverages its loan portfolio to provide access to financial services and grants and provide business 

development support to conservation-linked social enterprises where triple bottom lines of economic, 

environmental, and social development gains can be integrated. It is making available a total total fund of 

Php 355 million in soft loans and facilitate capacity building trainings to support community enterprises 

in the project sites.

For the Toolbox trainings in 2021, FSSI will be partnering with Safe Water, USAID’s flagship water security 

project in Negros, Palawan, and Sarangani.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

Pilot Training of ‘FSSI Toolbox’ Held in 
Mindanao in Partnership with USAID’s 
Protect Wildlife Project and PICPA

In 2018, USAID and FSSI launched a partnership to involve social enterprises as active partners in conservation. By providing 
financing and capacity building to social enterprises, the partnership envisions increased productivity in project sites and 
reduced threats to biodiversity and wildlife.
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2020 HIGHLIGHTS

31st General Assembly
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Summary of Decisions 
FSSI Committees

Chairperson: Agnes Bolanos (MINCODE)  

Vice Chairperson: Lauro Millan (NCCP)  

Members:  

Alma Vinluan (NATCCO)  

Celia Flor (WAND)  

Edil Guyano (NASSA)  

Julieta Manlapaz (PCA)  

Nestor Carbonera (PhilDHRRA)  

Reuel Velardo (PhilNet-RDI)  

Aurora Luz Villaviray (Ex-officio, DOF)

• 12 project applications reviewed for loans and 
deposits worth Php 100 M 

• Reviewed policies related to PROCOM’s Terms of 
Reference, FSSI interest rate, 3BL indicator for gender 
and development, and risk management particularly 
on loan collateral requirements  

• Reviewed plans of Investing in Women project

Chairperson: Sylvia O. Paraguya   

Vice Chairperson: Lauro Millan (NCCP)  

Members:  

Reynaldo Antonio Laguda (PBSP)  

Benedict Balderrama (PHILSSA)  

Ana Ziela Monterola (PCF)  

Aurora Luz Villaviray (Ex-officio, DOF)  

• Recommended the Revised Policy on Loan 
Classification and Provisioning for Loan Losses 

• Recommended the Policy on Focused Equity 
Strategy for a portion of the commercial investments 

• Endorsed the Policy on Short-Term Developmental 
Deposit, to be offered to existing development 
deposit partners with capacity to absorb additional 
investments 

• Recommended the placement of existing dollar 
funds of FSSI in a fixed income dollar fund of one of 
the fund managers 

• Endorsed amendments to the Investment Policy on 
Commercial Portfolio

Chairperson: Reynaldo Antonio Laguda (PBSP)    

Vice Chairperson: Lauro Millan (NCCP)  

Members:  

Florencia Dorotan (WAND)  

Nestor Carbonera (PhilDHRRA)  

Zorahayda Cafirman (NATCCO)  
Aurora Luz Villaviray (Ex-officio, DOF) 

• Clarified that it is not FSSI’s mission to strengthen its members, but to improve members’ 
participation in FSSI’s 3BL programs. Instead of creating a separate members’ committee, 
management should be able to streamline functions of the committee between members’ 
concerns and HR concerns. The HR and Administration Unit must bridge with the other units 
for any activities involving FSSI members.  

• Clarified that non-membership of a member organization in any board committee does not 
automatically mean that it is considered as non-compliant with its responsibility to actively 
participate in FSSI’s activities, but members are encouraged to be part of at least one committee.  

• Endorsement of policy to extend protective benefits (group life insurance) to employees upon 
hiring - even while on probation. 

Chairperson: Benedict Balderrama (PHILSSA) 

Members:  

Andres Tionko (PhilNet-RDI) 

Jose Detablan (VICTO National) 

Norlyn Dalumpienes (MASS-SPECC) 

Edilberto Guyano (NASSA)   

Aurora Luz Villaviray (Ex-officio, DOF) 

 

• The GGC will continue its Board assessment 
and in the future expand its assessment of FSSI’s 
governance structure by gathering feedback from 
GA members, management, staff, and partners  

• The GGC concurred with the IAC to maximize 
current structure and Board committees for IAC to 
ensure member compliance and engagement. It will 
review the rights, duties, and responsibilities of FSSI 
members to see how these are being operationalized 
and how there can be better engagement between 
FSSI and its members.   

Chairperson: Christie Rowena Plantilla (FPSDC)  

Vice Chairperson: Lauro Millan (NCCP)  

Members:  

Raisza Mae Anayatin (MINCODE)  

Reuel Velarde (PhilNet-RDI) 

Victoria Segovia (PCA)  

Zeena Manglinong (FDC)  

Rolando Cusi (NCSD)  

Benedict Balderrama (PHILSSA)  

Aurora Luz Villaviray (Ex-officio, DOF)  

• Approved the revised Advocacy Plan, which 
focuses on strengthening of members’ 3BL; the 
inclusion of partner social enterprises in support 
programs of government, including those aimed at 
assisting COVID-19 affected social enterprises; and 
ensuring the approval of a law or major government 
policy supporting SE development by 2024; 

• Approved a resolution to revive efforts of FSSI to 
advocate for the inclusion of SE provisions in the 
Magna Carta for MSMEs  

Projects Committee 
(PROCOM) 

Investment and Finance 
Committee (IFC) 

Good Governance Committee 
(GGC)

Committee on Education 
and Advocacy (CEA)

Internal Affairs Committee (IAC)

Alliance of Philippine Partners in Enterprise Development (APPEND) 

Association of Foundations (AF) 

Federation of People’s Sustainable Development Cooperative (FPSDC) 

Freedom from Debt Coalition (FDC) 

MASS-SPECC Cooperative Development Center (MASS-SPECC) 

Mindanao Coalition of Development NGO Networks (MINCODE) 

National Confederation of Cooperatives (NATCCO) 

National Council of Churches in the Philippines (NCCP)  

National Council of Social Development Foundation of the Philippines (NCSD) 

National Secretariat for Social Action (NASSA) 

Philippine Cooperative Central Fund Federation (PCF)   

Partnership of Philippine Support Service Agencies (PHILSSA) 

Philippine Business for Social Progress (PBSP)  

Partnership for Clean Air (PCA) 

Philippine Network for Rural Democratization and Development (PhilNet-RDI)  

Philippine Partnership for the Development of Human Resources in Rural Areas (PhilDHRRA) 

VICTO National Cooperative Federation and Development Center (VICTO National) 

Women’s Action Network for Development (WAND) 

 

The General Assembly
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Chairperson: Norman Joseph Jiao (Association of Foundations) 
Vice Chairperson: Lauro Millan (NCCP) 
Corporate Secretary: Christie Rowena Plantilla (FPSDC) 
Treasurer: Sylvia Paraguya (NATCCO)
Auditor: Betta Socorro Salera (PCF) 
Member: Agnes Bolanos (MINCODE) 
Member: Rey Antonio Laguda (PBSP) 
Ex-officio Member: Aurora Luz Villaviray (Department of Finance) 
Assistant Corporate Secretary: Atty. Alexes Enriquez 

Executive Director
Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist
Assistant Director for Development Services
Partnerships Unit (PU) Manager 
PU Program Officer
PU - Investing in Women Project Officer
Financial Services Unit (FSU) Manager
Credit Officer
Credit Officer
Financial Services Assistant
Remedial/Credit Officer
Remedial Officer (until June 2020) 
Project Development and Monitoring 
Unit (PDMU) Manager
PDMU Project Officer
PDMU Project Officer
Project Development Assistant: 
Knowledge Management, Advocacy 
and Communications (KMAC) Manager
KMAC Officer 
Finance Manager
Finance Manager (until June 2020)
Finance Officer
Bookkeeper
Cashier
Human Resources 
and Administrative Manager
HR and Administrative Assistant
Office Assistant
Messenger/Utility

Sixto Donato C. Macasaet
Laudemer Mejia 
Jerome Ignacio 
Irene Fernandez 
Jocelyn Tionloc
Erness Emmanuel Guinto 
Ma. Leah Marissa Embuido
Mark Andre Tañedo 
Arlene Sarmiento
Anne Marie Lou Rivera
Alvin Arada 
Antonio Amado Reclusado 
Aida Baltazar 

Levin Garcia
Celina Rosete
Caroline Cepeda 
Althea Ceria

Rocel Johanne Velasco 
Christine Tesorero 
Ma. Victoria Manalo
Ailenor DC Abella 
Raquel Mogul 
Enerisa Lascano 
Marian Doreen Erasga

Mia Cristina Dionisio 
Yolanda Larin
Reymund Alimpuangon 

FSSI Board of Trustees

FSSI Staff

Management
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2020 HIGHLIGHTS

25th Anniversary : FSSI Timeline
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FINANCIAL REPORTAUDITOR’S REPORT
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCESTATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

FSSI ANNUAL REPORT 2020
Edition © Foundation for a Sustainable Society, Inc. (FSSI) 
May 2021.

Orders
Copies of this annual report can be ordered from FSSI’s
Knowledge Management, Advocacy and Communications Unit

This annual report can be downloaded from:
www.fssi.com.ph

Editorial Team 
Rocel Johanne Velasco
Althea Ceria
Erness Emmanuel Guinto 
Caroline Cepeda
Jerome Ignacio 
Sixto Donato C. Macasaet  

            

Photo Contributors

LFCI-Kasanib for Egg Caldo Caravan (cover photo)

PHILSSA and FDUP for COVID-19 Assistance 

to Urban Poor Families in Valenzuela (cover, page 6) 

AgriCOOPh for Coops4Food photos (cover photo, pages 7, 12, 13) 

Vie Reyes for Bote Central Inc. Ininstant na Kape (page 7)

Organicus Livegreen (page 7) 

HOPE Microfinance (page 7, 10-11)

Production Team

Rocel Johanne Velasco

Althea Ceria

Sixto Donato C. Macasaet

Crown Dolot 

Joemas Calma

Katrina Agapito
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